Succeed 2.0

FindMyFlow

FindMyFlow ensures a student gets the most out of their DSA support.

1. FindMyFlow enhances 1-2-1 Training and Study Support.
FindMyFlow pulls the strands of the DSA together by combining Assistive
Technology, study strategies and personal development. Designed to complement
AT Training, Trainers can favourite particular strategies to create a personalised
Flow, allowing students to practise and review strategies independently.

2. FindMyFlow provides On-Demand Support.
Only 33% of DSA students take up their face-to-face AT Training* and
FindMyFlow aims to connect and engage with the other 67%. With millions of
people now seeking out new information and skills by watching content at a time
that works for them, FindMyFlow helps to bring the DSA into the On-Demand
video model of learning.

3. FindMyFlow understands the importance of Individualised Learning.
The DSA’s greatest strength is how it adapts general education to the individual.
FindMyFlow offers a tailored learning path based on an individual’s DSA
recommendations, putting bespoke learning at its core. We empower students
to take control of their own learning by encouraging Reflective Practice.
Reflections, actions, ideas can be added to the FindMyFlow Notebook and
integrated into a Personal Action Plan.

Much more than just a ‘how to’ or a walkthrough of software features, recommending
FindMyFlow helps students integrate their DSA Software into all aspects of their academic life.

* Student Loans Company 2016/2017
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To recommend Succeed 2.0 FindMyFlow on NARs,
simply add one of the following justifications:
Permanent Reference Resource
[Name] should also be provided with a subscription of Succeed 2.0 FindMyFlow,
so that they have access to a permanent reference resource of videos, tools and
strategies that will assist them in using the Assistive Software recommended below.

Reinforce AT Training
Succeed 2.0 FindMyFlow has been recommended to support and reinforce AT
training. This can be accessed continuously and on-demand by [Name], allowing them
to practise or refresh techniques learnt during their AT training, as well as developing
those skills with more advanced strategies.

Mental Health
Succeed 2.0 FindMyFlow offers [Name] access to stress reduction strategies which
utilise their recommended Assistive Technology. The strategies provide [Name] with
techniques on how to make overwhelming study tasks feel more manageable.
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